My Background
I have 32 years of aerospace experience, specializing in business development, design optimization and Lean Six Sigma.
Early in my career, I implemented statistical quality control for numerous product lines, co-authored a robust design
manual and was as a production engineer. The majority of my career included various assignments as the Lean Six
Sigma Lead on Business Unit Vice President Leadership Teams and Corporate teams responsible for international
growth, product development and program management.
I have proven analytical and coaching skills and excel in the capability to “drop into any situation” and successfully
facilitate change to meet strategic goals. I was a member of several executive leadership teams for functions including:
engineering, production, logistics, quality, mission assurance, import/export compliance, diversity, finance and supply
chain management.
I served as a Master Six Sigma Expert on Corporate teams and received three President’s Awards for performance
excellence in an aerospace company with over $22 Billion in annual sales. Always seeking innovative approaches, I was
an early adopter of Six Sigma for production. I pioneered the use of Lean Six Sigma in non-production environments
such as Customer relationships, strategy, decision-making, team performance and executive leadership.
I implemented sustainability at the city and regional level by co-founding an environmental education nonprofit,
greenervoice.org. I have served on the board of directors for over 26 years and mentored several other non-profit
organizations, two received national recognition. My TEDx talk was recognized my successful leadership and sustaining
results based on working cooperatively across a broad spectrum of local and state leaders, educators, students,
business owners, other nonprofits and citizens.
What Can I Do for Your Organization?
I started my consulting practice to share the skills and insights I developed during my aerospace career to help organizations improve their performance and profit margins. As a consultant and advisor, I focus on each client’s unique
issues, partnering with them to define clear objectives.
My approach includes fact based proven methodologies which I excel at adapting to any environment. Understanding
each client’s environment is paramount. I begin with a thorough assessment of client’s needs, data, culture, Customers,
risks and opportunities. I then guide clients through developing strategies, goals, action plans and methodologies to
achieve and sustain the desired results.
Based on client needs I customize consulting services including: independent reviews of growth, performance plans
and designs ; executive coaching; measurement systems; team training; lean six sigma deployment and training;
cultural and individual contributor inventories and training to name a few.
I help clients identify key risks and opportunities, analyze and leverage data, and apply lessons learned. My tailored,
results-based approach enables clients to increase revenue, demonstrate improved performance and create a vibrant
working environment. I look forward to partnering with you and your organization to optimize performance and
exceed goals within budget.
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